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eaul, Gory re eaviaon 	 10/30/69 

The Davison meterial Vsul mailed 10/21 is really exciting. 
The whole affair is another 544, with even the same obfuscatory 
techniquee. I eend you this additional note reclling what I had 
written earlier, that what was then known, befrre these reports, 
coepelled belief this was a solid lead on an intelligence operation. 
The manner, content and more, non-content of these non-reports is 
further compelling. Tile FBI knew Davison was intelligence as so-n es 
it twee he was air stache. They without doubt understood the potential 
wikh'ut any investigation, that is why they conducted none -not to 
develop ane record whet they tee- should not be, from the point of 
view and in the interest of the ghosts, ell os whose sheets, ultinetely, 
come from and go to the same laundry. 

ixcept as p disguised intelligence story, this gym. es sense 
only as updated elice in dolnerlend. 

Let me do some guessing and assign eavison a special function: 
with ell the U6  students and other travellore in the USSR, he was one 
any one could always see without attracting undue attention to himself. 

Before you sent me this, I strongly urged keeping this close. 
I do ao more vehemently now, for it is hardly the kind of thing tbs* shoule 
be loeaely taked about or sbered with any about whom any of es may reesonal 
feel he has reaaoneble grounds for suspicion. The potential of this little 
thing is enormous. Let, us not jeopardize it and what we may yet do with it 
and whet it may yet lead us to without good and compelling reason. 

I'd also like to suggest that whoever is most familiar with the 
Peakovsky story give me a memo with nothing but the epproximate dates that 
shouli be checked in the Atlanta papers and the /Mimes and I'll see if 
1 can get that done at tee Library of congress. I can probably get the NeT 
done by my source of the London limes stories offered you. This is the 
time for slow, careful steps, one after the other, no big jumps. It is else 
the kind of thing about which very many poeerful people can get up real 
tight aLont. Please be very careful in ell aspects and actions....Amd 
another source to chece is Medical World News. I can usk eyril far this, 
when e have the proper dates. And others, if he doesn't have and keep it... 
And the Ar Academy catalogue, curriculum, staff. If either of you has tele 
anyone other than Jim about tare, 1 strongly encourage you to go no. further 
It is too important for any unnecessary risk. As I wrote earlier, this sui 
so muds like what * know of from my earlier experiences. "et us not either 
blow or telegraph it. Please. ELT 


